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Hi
Issue 51 here and done - Yippee .
Thanks for being so patient. It would ap-
pear that charity fund raising events are on
the up this year and and planned for 2011 I
have a rather crazy Charity ride in mind  ,
Although I’m not sure I will have many
takers as it’s going to be rather gruelling
and not much fun , which is really the point
etc.
Reflecting on the Tour de France . Lance
didn’t do as well as many expected but
raised the profile of LIVESTRONG which
has to be a good thing and in actual fact
was the main reason he rode the tour , he
made this clear at the start so GO Lance
.All i can say  is that 28 million people living
with cancer and there families will more
than thank you for this . Contador rode well
, all the Schleck debacle was just noise to
be honest . He attacked , so what , that’s
bike racing . Andy had his chances but
didn’t take them , Alberto has a few more
tour to go and we have some interesting
up and coming riders who will challenge
him so viva le Tour .
HWCC Tour of wales team got the yellow
jersey for a day and our MTB Trans Alp
team did us proud on a horrible tough
event . Club TT Champion Adam Topham
has also been pulling out some amazing
rides this year . Adam is a master of pain
and endurance and some of the stories i
have heard ref his press reports and chats
with his support teams have been amazing
.All in all a great summer for the club with
some great opportunities for 2011 .

Cipo

Editor’s Words of Wisdom

Sprocket Editor Chippo on the way to
the sweet shop



HWCC Etape Rider Simon Jackson
aimed to get 1st Brit in the year’s
Assassins Etape de Tour.  After
months of sacrifice and training the big
day arrived oh too soon , his account
below is an awesome read - enjoy .
Using some senior Sky connections I
managed to get a start number in the
first pen which is really important as
that is where all the more serious
racers are located. If you are too far
back then you spend your whole time
trying to catch-up instead of riding
within a fast group at the front.  I was
also in the fortunate position of having
two team mates (Matt Higgins and
Richard Cartland) whose job it was to
ride for me, collect water and ensure
that I didn’t get isolated on the road or
expend too much energy before the
last final climb. My bid for 1st Brit was
all set.

The ride out of Pau was fast and
furious, speeds of up to 55kph and
some very hairy moments. It was a full
on race with elbow to elbow action,
speed bumps, street furniture and

crashes to negotiate my way round. One guy hit a concrete island in the middle of the road, the bike and
rider came flying past me narrowly missing me and ending the race in the first 10 minutes!  The run out to
the Marie Blanc from  Pau was 50km and it was pretty much 40-45kph all the way with some short sharp
hills that simply hadn’t shown up on the route profile sapping some much needed energy from the legs. I
was also trying to stay in the wheel of my team mates which added a degree of concentration on top. All
in all though at this stage things were looking good…

The start of the Marie Blanc a 12km 1st category climb with a vicious 4km 15% section at the end came
after an hour and 20mins and as it narrowed people  were jostling to get to the front to take advantage of
the 1st proper climb of the day. The pace pulsed forward and if you weren’t careful you could find yourself
towards the back of a 400 strong group. It was also at this stage that we spotted my competition for 1st
Brit a guy called Alastair Kay, a semi professional UK premier calendar rider who came 31st  overall and
1st Brit last year. He weighed in at a sparrow weight 60kg and my 78kg was looking a tall order to drag
up these mountains at the same speed he came past me!

MURDER ON THE MOUNTAIN



My team mate Matt Higgins got on Alastair’s wheel and I followed (my heart rate was 185 vs. What I
should be climbing at c175 bpm limit) this speed was not sustainable for long but I needed to try and stay
with him. Matt lost Alastair’s wheel so I went round him to stay in touch with my dream. By the summit I
was about 20secs behind Alastair and on the fast technical decent I caught back up with him. The issue
now was that my other team mate, Richard Cartland, had gone on ahead with the lead group and Matt
was nowhere in sight behind me.

My group caught the lead group on the way to the second mountain, the Solour, and I reconnected with
my team mate Richard.  Due to the effort from the Marie Blanc and chasing the lead group, I was far from
fresh at this point and as we started the 20km climb up the Solour the pace was unsustainably fast for me
at the front. My heart rate again was in the high 180’s which I couldn’t keep up for long and team mate
Richard disappeared off up the road with the lead group and I was left in limbo between the 1st and 2nd
group. At this stage Alastair Kay was still behind me and it was especially disappointing that Richard
hadn’t stayed with me.  I continued up the mountain at threshold and was passed by Alastair and a small
group 2km from the top of the 20km climb, I had nothing in the tank to respond and get on their wheel - a
horrible feeling.

As we passed over the Solour I was totally out of water and so needed to keep and eye out for the Sky
feed station which was somewhere on the descent - this meant I couldn’t go flat out down the hill in case I
overshot  the stop. Having filled up I was on the road to the Tourmalet but riding on my own it was a very
slow and painful 30km to the base of the Tourmalet. As you can imagine I was a little p*ssed off that I had
lost my 1st Brit place, my team mates and a group to ride with!

The crowds were awesome from the village at the bottom of the Big T (The Tourmalet) with lots of Sky
supporters calling out “Jacko” from the name printed on the side of my Team Sky kit. This was a huge
boost as I began the final 18km ascent in 35 degree heat. Fresh legged I have climbed the Tourmalet in
1 hour 6 mins and it took me 1 hour 20 on race day and every foot of the legendary climb was a massive
effort. Each year I say I must leave something in the tank for the final climb and it never turns out that way -

I think it’s trying to keep up with the big boys!

I crossed the line in 62nd place, 3rd Brit behind
my team mate Richard Cartland who came
12th and Alastair Kay who came 25th. The next
British rider was Steve Hall at 94th. So on
balance I was really pleased with the ride and
the place but frustrated that the team plan didn’t
work out and the 1st Brit place still eluded me.
Could I have beaten Alastair if the team had
stuck together? Maybe… but probably not - I
will never know.

Thank you for your generous support, Action
Medical are extremely grateful for the funds
raised by their Sky riders. Will I do it again?
Yes, but not on a competitive level, I rode 5,211
training miles, had 11 weekends away between
Xmas and July. The brownie points need to be
replenished and I am looking forward to
spending some quality time with, friends, family
and making my new job at Sky the next big race
to win!
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Coffee Corner

I don’t recognise a damn thing - I just want a coffee ,
instead i am confronted with a list of choices i neither
understand want or even like the look of. Coffee shops
can look like Boutiques these days with an array of
choices neither qualified nor satisfying . .
Progress indeed but this qtr’s hunt for good coffee has
reached outside of the boundaries of England and my
taste buds have been tingled , embraced and caressed
in Marias in the rebelios town of  Haverford West Wales.
Where on Earth is Haverford West  right  , yep i
understand your confusion here its an odd name for and
odd place Haverford west is the most populous urban
area in Pembrokeshire and i occasionally visit to satisfy
my sick addiction to castles . On this particular occasion
i rode there with the ever patient and wonderful Mrs Cipo . Coffee at any point on a ride for me is always
a positive so being such a large place in the region i was expecting a rather large selection of coffee
type venues to plunder. I came across rather a few places to have coffee but to be honest they where
mostly Auto plug and play instant Machine coffee venues which i would not even look at through the
corner of my eye . However amongst  the thorns there are roses and i spied Casa Maria shoved in the
corner of Castle Square . Good Coffee , a Spanish cup full , Tapas on offer also . As it happened on the
day rain decided to make a visit in rather abundant form so it was decided that at least 2 coffees should
be quaffed so that my review could be to my satisfaction.One small point but a quality point is that at
Casa Maria you get a little caramel Biscuit with your coffee , a small but very important touch . My
preference is always Espresso ( americano type) first then a cappuccino which Casa Maria delivered in
true Spanish style /Presentation . Taste was good and strong and not too hot which is typically European
.This was by far the best coffee venue in the town and even though outside i could see rather a lot of
bored teenagers , the usual scattering of drunks ( more and more so these days ) i enjoyed the

experience . The ride back over the Brunel
cycleway was i have to say a rather wet affair
- torrentail RAIN in places being made even
more interesting by the Roubaix type section
of the route( rode over very well by Mrs Cipo i
have to say, im going to have to keep an eye
of her !). The good coffee helped with the
effort and Technical skills to get back to
Pembroke and its wondeful Norman Castle
and home.
So if you’re ever in Haverford west  check
out Casa Marias http://
www.casamariadeli.co.uk/

CIPO



HWCC WINTER KIT ORDER TIME

Roll up Roll up ! HWCC winter  Kit is now available to order .
Alasdair McVarish is quartermaster so contact him to place
your order .
Winter kit orders are currently being put together so order
asap so you keep snug and warm this coming cold season
CIPO



Adam Topham - Man Machine , Club Champion
Where do i start - Many of us only know some of our top TT riders from race reports and, reputation.
Adam Topham is by far High Wycombe CCs top performing Tester of late. Adam’s exploits and
experiences during his recent 12 hour was an amazing story and his results this year and techniques
used getting these results I know have inspired others to try similar idea etc
The 12 hour on 15/08 was Adams first 12HR, or should I say 7HR.  Adam went 20 watts over his
schedule to try to stave off Julian Jenkinson and Andy Bason and win the event . Adam almost matched
them both in the national 100 and beat them both soundly in the 50, and so figured he could do so for 12
hours.  Unfortunately he was wrong!  In Adams own words he should have been a tad more cautious.  At
7HRS Adam was in clear 3rd place he knew he would not finish and so packed to safeguard his form for
other upcoming season targets.  Adam felt that had he had the discipline and self-restraint to stick to his
schedule, and had it enabled him to finish, he would have done about 282 miles and been clear 3rd.  But
as Adam said that’s pretty irrelevant because he paced it like a muppet instead! Which is typical Adam
being hard on himself Third place in the end did 275 miles. Adam sees this as a learning experience but
he is not sure he will get to use the lesson.  After this experience Adam’s not sure 12HR events are for
him.  Adam just doesn’t enjoy the concept of riding within himself. Even in a hundred you can hurt yourself
from the off.  Still, we’ll see...
Other issues Adam has and I guess many of us echo this is that many of the courses are so full of traffic
and tractors and other hold ups.  Adam was actually stopped at traffic lights for over a minute.  Had to
stop for a pee twice as well.  Just not, for me, what TT is about, but much admiration for the guys that
finish the distance.  It was a very technical course,  mostly on narrow very twisty country lanes with blind
humpback bridges causing traffic hold ups, so Adam was pretty chuffed to cover the first 5 hours at
25mph and 7 hours at 24.5 mph.  Makes Julian Jenkinsons 292 and Andy Bason’s 290 on that course all
the more amazing.  Both of them broke Gethin Butler’s 287 mile course record.  And Bason did it with
only 4 bottles??!!  Adam was drinking one an hour!
As i finish i would just like to add that Adam has just taken a club record of 19:19 for a 10 mile TT - this is
an awesome achievement as the record was held for some time by the Legend that is Steve Golla -
Chapeu Adam .

NEW SATURDAY DEBUTANTS’ CLUB RUN

New  “Entry level” club runs are now being led by Alasdair Mcvarish
Saturday runs - start at 09.00 and Sundays alternative Debutant’s club run at 09.30.
These are accurate times as Alasdair  prides himself on punctuality.
Saturday is usually around 35 miles with coffee at Waterperry.
Sundays are now around 50/60 miles to favoured venues such as Cafe Uno at
Brighwell and the cafe at Winslow.

We  encourage beginners so no-one will get dropped ( for long ) Please Contact
Alasdair for time and place meet up. All rides start in Thame.



Wales is pretty much the quickest get away place for many of us in the south
east of England . The

Welsh Roads are
superb ( thanks to
European grants )
which alone are
enough to tempt

HWCC riders to visit
and ride . What

suprises me is the
level of traffic which for the majority of the time is

light ( avoiding bigger towns etc ). Many HWCC riders I have spoken to spend
quite a bit of time riding in wales and I myself have ridden all over the country ,
off road and on . I could wax lyrical for ages about its beauty fauna and views

but you all know what to expect from wales so I wont waffle on . It Rains of
course but we live in a temperate region, so it comes with the territory .

Sometimes my family and friends have stayed at cottages and venues run and
owned by Quality Cottages. These guys have some beautiful accommodation
right across the whole of Wales and I would 100% recommend you try one of
their cottages . Walking , MTB , Road , whatever your poison these guys have

a location you can enjoy . In particular I like Pembrokeshire , it’s quiet , the
roads are awesome and the food superb .

CIPO

Contact Details

FREEPHONE 0800 007 5299For Help, Enquiries, Information & Bookings - 9.00am-9.00pm, 7
days per week

Staff are available from 9.00am-9.00pm, 7 days per week.



Land’s End - John O’Groats Charity Ride

High Wycombe CC rider Rose Osbourne rode Land’s End to
John O’Groats with a friend this year and raised a great deal
of cash for charity - her intrepid story is as per below .

 Sadly a friend, Jamie, from university’s sister died aged just
15 late last year so it was decided that we would ride Lands
End to John O’ Groats for the three charities that most helped
her.
Students being students it was decided that our route would
be determined by a “put dots on map of people we know and
join up the dots” approach. Although cheap proved to add a
few miles on!
So it was with a week’s preparation at a music festival
(obviously no beverageing and plenty of hard training
sessions) that we set off from Land’s End.  We had
convinced a parent to carry the panniers for us that day and
another mate also joined us for the first two days. It was quite
a hard first day to Plymouth, 108 miles covered, ridiculously
hilly and very hot. Day two was a pretty easy ride to just
outside Exeter staying at someone who we had met at the
festival the previous week, see preparation always pays off!
Although he did forget to tell his mum we were coming.
We continued up through Yeovil and on to Bath, a day enhanced by the addition of ipod speakers from
Curry’s £10.99 gaffer taped on to the back of the bike. Although it made the day much more enjoyable it
was highly embarrassing when going through quaint villages with Chase & Status blasting out the back!

Next day was from Bath to
Solihull, we met my dad
halfway who drove our
panniers up to Birmingham
and provided the tea and
cake. Cheers dad.
Then on to Loughborough. Left
at 6 am the next morning to get
to Hatfield (north of Doncaster)
for the football, although really
shouldn’t have bothered.

Family we were staying with had also put on big BBQ and we raised nearly £200 just from that afternoon.
Left Doncaster for Richmond developed some serious tan lines by now and beginning to have a slight
hatred for anything Yorkshire. Stayed with nice family who provided us with two Colomba cycling jerseys
as they knew the guys that had just set up a local company. Really nice merino wool tops check em out!
http://www.colomba.cc/



Richmond to Carlisle only one word, H-O-R-R-E-N-D-O-U-S.  Took a wrong turning on our way up to Tan
hill and managed to just about circumnavigate it before ascending the hill. It is the highest inn in Britain
but seriously the pint is not worth it. There were really bad winds and rain basically the worst day and the
only time in which I would have liked to have thrown bike and panniers off the side had there been any
alternative transport or even humans around. Seriously trying to catch a
ride on a sheep does have its downsides.
Carlisle to Edinburgh, one road, 96 miles....
Edinburgh to Dundee then on to Laurencekirk, this marks the point at
which deciphering what people are trying to say becomes problematic.
We managed our top speed of just over 45 mph a bit hairy with usually
unbalanced panniers and wandering cows.

On to Dallas and then attempted to set out for Tain except that the ferry
that would take us across the firth was still being built in Southampton.
We stayed the night in Cromarty,  nice place but population of about 4,
before going back the way we came and round the other side adding
50+ miles on ending up only about 15 miles north of where we stayed
the night before. Feel free to direct any pent up anger or general rants
towards the
number given
to the left.

Continued northwards, stopping off at a distillery,
seemed a good idea at the time..... wobbled
through Wick then finally on to John O’ Groats. It
was bit of an anti-climax as place was pretty tatty,
still we dined out on the numerous gift shops and
came home with a variety of tartan accessories
and a bottle of cheap whisky. We had 13 hour
train journey back to London and there is only so
many times you can count the gingers in the
carriage.
Thanks to all the awesome people that had us to
stay and all the complete nutters we met along the
way. About £2000 raised so far and if you fancy
donating we have three just giving pages for the
three charities. More information on the charities
on there too.

The Diamond Riding centre:
http://www.justgiving.com/Annalise-
Dunsmore-DiamondRC

HCPT:
http://www.justgiving.com/Annalise-
Dunsmore-HCPT

GOSH:
http://www.justgiving.com/Annalise-
Dunsmore-GOSH



Who ,what and why we are

When Cat moved to the UK, she was not authorized to work,
so she spent her free time in training.  She ran various races,
and competed in adventure sports as well as endurance multi
sport events. Eventually people began to inquire about training

advice, nutrition, etc., so by the time she was authorized to find work in her field of
expertise, Cat had realized her passion for sport and fitness as well as helping others
to achieve their fitness goals.  Thus began the move to change careers.  She used her
background in biology as the foundation to build her Personal Training career upon
and has not looked back since.
Primary qualifications are:

· Level 3 Personal Trainer
· UK Athletics Coach

Cat Villarreal Batson is a California born, Texas raised U.S.
citizen. She graduated from Texas A&M University with a B.S.
in biological sciences.  Cat applied this background towards
a 15 year career as an Environmental Consultant.  To help
alleviate the pressures of the corporate world, Cat began
running when asked to compete as part of a company team
in a local marathon.  It was then that she discovered how
much she loved running.

Gareth Batson was originally a studio session musician.  He
juggled that career with a 16 year amateur boxing career. Dur-
ing that time, he began mountain biking as an alternative to run-
ning.  From there he progressed to road cycling and found his
niche.
As a cyclist Gareth is always focused on what he can do to
improve his technique, stamina and speed.  It is because of
this drive for improvement that people began to come to Gareth
for cycling advice and as a result he became interested in
coaching and helping others achieve
their sporting and fitness targets.
Primary qualifications are:
• Level 3 Personal Trainer
• British Cycling Coach



We at CynerGy PT take a holistic approach to fitness.  We believe total fitness is
achieved through exercising the body as well as the mind and the spirit.  Our gym
facilities in Fawley provide the perfect setting to encourage just that.

We are first a personal training facility, providing you with one to one coaching so
that you may reach your particular goals.  We steer away from standard personal
training sessions where you pay a never ending block of sessions with little or no
accountability for you or your trainer, and invariably you see no results.  Most of our
clients are working towards pre-set aspirations.  So each new client meets with one
of our trainers to discuss their goals, and a personal training package is created for
them.  They pay for that package, and at the end of their coaching period, when
they have reached their objective, they leave happy with the fulfilment of that goal.

At CynerGy PT we also provide holistic based therapies.  Along your journey you
may find the need for a chiropractic adjustment to sort out a skeletal based pain, or
realize that regular massage keeps you injury free, or even that a bit of Reiki  would
help to better channel your energy towards positive thinking to help you attain your
pre-selected objective, rather than allowing negative energy to hold you back.  We
have all of these services and more at CynerGy PT waiting to assist you.

Over the years, both Cat and Gareth have
benefited from all of these therapies while training
for various sporting events.  It is because of their
strong belief in the interconnecting links between
personal training and holistic based therapies that
they decided to bring them all together underneath
one roof to create CynerGy PT.

We would love for you to come and visit our ever growing family of personal trainers
and therapists, and see what a fabulous experience awaits you.  You can visit our
website at www.cynergypt.co.uk or contact us on 07951 659728.
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Aston Hill Challenge
2008PLANET CIPO EXTRA

I refuse to accept that I’m getting older ok .
My Friends seen to get younger and stay in tip top
condition all year round so why can’t I eh !!. This
year semi big event was to complete the Assassins
Challenge . The Assassin Challenge was a route
created by a good friend of mine in France , Mike
Jones of Peak Times , featured in this mag etc . The
route involved following this years tour route over the
Col de Peyresourde , Col d’Aspin and finally the
Horror that is the Col de Tourmalet. I’m familiar with

the Pyrenees , I have ridden many of these
mountains and to me they are in Rock n Roll
mountains of France with the Alps being a mere
pop act in comparison . The Pyrenees are dark ,
mystical , have proper bo Bears and the weather
can change in the blink of an eye , equals cool
,challenging scary and inviting.
The bonus was that I got to watch a stage summit
and a stage start so plenty of mingling and junk
bagging was on the cards .
So was I prepared for such an event ,ride ,challenge
. Well I had certainly got in the miles and hit some
great climbs in Wale’s however I was still heavy , 90
kilos too heavy to get the best out of myself and my
large frame I should aim for 82 kilo . With this in
mind I was prepared to suffer and suffer which itself
was good mental prep for those mountains as I
knew my limits and how to stay inside them and
when to push them .

The
Assassins started with a visit to the Luchon
Majors office as a start point - we then headed
on a 5  mile loop on the flat to get warmed up
for the climb.
The WE  being  Cipo,Adam Brittain,Karla
Boddy,Mike Smith ,Brent Holmes . our support
car was Mike Jones of Peak - Times  , Lisa
Morrissey ( who rode about 5k of the Tourmalet
, i will highlight later )Louise Smith and Clair
Melling



I knew it was a poor sign when Karla , Brent and Mike S shot off chasing the support car down the
warm up - the only sign of hope was that Adam like me was in no mans land and we had to chase on
into the wind to catch them - Warm up done we hit the Peyrousade . I have ridden this beast loads of
times , each time is the same slog but it does get better the more you ride it . The Cloud was low the
day of the event so we where in for some typical Pyrenian weather of sun , wind , rain and mist . the
lower part of the Peyresourde where it joins the Port De Bales was misty and warm , humid heat which
saw me pull off my arm warmers and down some water . All around seemed quiet , it was early 08:30
but with the cloud and mist it was as silent as a church on a Monday evening .
The Peyresourde saw me very dropped by the others and our support car would come by every couple
of K to offer support and food when required . It was warm - as I closed up on the last few K  which
would normally give you awesome views of the valley I was enveloped in a massive cloud layer which
gave only a few meters visibility . This was cool , white cloud , trees going by , smooth Tarmac heavy
breathing pedals tapping - as I reached the last corner I could see the Peyresourde summit which gave
me extra kick and I rode up imagining I was Alberto attacking Rasmussen in a previous tour , no one
saw or witnessed this , just me and the gods . As I hit the summit I has a Power bar , chatted to some
Germans , did some back slapping ( sign language is always the best communication tool )and headed
on the downhill . For some reason I threw  care to the wind going down the mountain , no doubt due to
the fact that I knew the downhill quiet well and the Tarmac was smooth and the road sweeping . To be
honest I left my downhilling legs at home this trip but on this one I was like an eagle ( ha).
As I reached Arreu I was informed by the support car that the rest of the group were already on the Col
D’ Aspin , I had not yet started and Brent was already halfway to the top( where it was raining) . So I
upped the pace and rode as fast as I could on the flat to the Aspin . Wow what a mountain , this is a
beautiful climb , even in the cloud the views where cool . A long twisting climb with those 1 k distance
markers , which seem ok but after a while do your head in as you chip away at them one by one . This
was hard climb but beautiful and on reaching the summit I had a sandwich from Mrs Cipo and drank 1
litre of water  . The Downhill of the Aspin was very wet so I was rather rubbish going down it - at the
bottom it was dry and warmer with a small bit of flat then  bang! you hit the Tourmalet. It was just before
a snow bridge that I dumped my arm warmers with the support car , Mrs Cipo ( lisa) got out with a view
of riding as far up the Tourmalet as she could .
She set off while I refuelled and sorted a bike problem and got rid of a gilet . I then jumped onto the bike
to see Adam , Karla and Mike heading up the Lower slopes of the Tourmalet  with Mrs Cipo on their
heels .
It was either stopping to dump clothing or my body’s tantrums that caused me a problem on these lower
slopes , I could see Mrs Cipo pulling away from me  the dot getting smaller till I could not see her
anymore , we were on the section coming upto la Mongie before I could see here again .

 She had stopped , cramps, no warm up , riding in trainers
and a hired bike’s slipping gears being the problem . She
had managed 5 k , which for someone who hasn’t ridden
much at all is pretty good on a HC mountain( in a way I was
relieved , she may have beaten me to the top ?).



With this i made sure that Mrs Cipo had got into the support car and  kept on going to ride past a ,million
camper vans into La Mongie . This place it’s a ski town , it’s ugly ok , its not supposed to look nice - i
eyed up the Jerseys ( Tourmalet) as i rode past the natty shops etc , it’s steep out of this town , it kind of
hung onto my back legs and was hard to shake off , maybe it was the smell of coffee and food that made
it seem so alluring like something out of Jason and the Argonaouts when they hear the mermaids calling
them from the rocks that will sink the ship and damn them forever , like Jason i said , sod that im off and
put in a spurt out of this jinxed town . As i exited  i felt the need for a gel , some power bar and a big gulp
of PSP22 .

I was suffering , tap tap tap sweat dripping face burning from sun and wind and salts from my own body
was showing on my shorts , even though i has fuelled well that day with enough salts and Electrolytes to
fill a baby pool . As i rounded that last 3 k i saw the welcome sign of Adam Brittain who had already hit
the summit , he came down to give me some much needed moral support . My legs and heart where
pounding , my eyes burning from the salt and my energy levels sapping .
It always amazes me how the support of a friend can really give you the boost you need . I felt energised
and motivation returned , knowing that the last 3 k would go quicker riding and chatting when i had smile
re- appearing on my face.Steeper it got as we rounded every turn , 10% here 12% there crazy . Then
Karla joined with the last 1 K to go , this saw a quickening in pace and there it was the summit . Strange
as the clounds all around cleared for a while almost welcoming to the top of the awesome legendary HC
climb which had been part of the tour for 100 years . A slight emotional bubble emerged from the eye , no
one noticed , i had my Jawbones on hiding a sign of a tear but the pain on my face was evident . Mrs
Cipo waiting at the top was the icing on the cake .
The last 3 K were so cool , with the help of Adam and Karla i managed to enjoy them a slog it was but
conquered it is - so what next eh ??? I will keep you posted
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CLUB DINNER - BOOK NOW

The Date for the Club dinner is 27 November 2010. This year it will be held at
The Lambert Arms Aston Rowant .
arrival at 7-730pm till late ( inc Disco ).
Tickets are £29.50

We have a rather famous Guest speaker booked so try and book early as
places are limited and will go .
All members are invited to bring guests  (Names Required at time of booking)
Menus will be sent out once tickets are paid for .

Please contact Lisa Morrissey for more details on
morrisseychippo@yahoo.co.uk.
Rooms are available at the Hotel at discount price  for Club members at £59.
Link to venue for your info
www.lambertarms.com

From London - Heading from London towards Oxford on the M40, exit at Junction
6. At the T-Junction take the right-hand turn towards Chinnor (B4009). This takes
you back under the motorway. Shortly after take the first left-hand turn to
Postcombe/Thame (A40).
From Oxford - Heading from Oxford to London on the M40, exit at Junction 6. At
the T-Junction turn left towards Chinnor (B4009). Shortly after take the first left-hand
turn to Postcombe/Thame (A40).
From Henley-On-Thames - Heading from Henley-On-Thames take the B480 to
Watlington. At the junction of the B480 and the B4009 turn right onto the B4009 and
follow the road through Watlington. After a couple of miles you will pass under the
M40. Shortly after, take the first left-hand turn to Postcombe/Thame (A40).
Should you wish to use Satellite Navigation simply enter our postcode,
OX49 5SB.



WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER

In the early days of cycling drinking water was seen as a weakness and not a
strength . Many riders chosing to drink beer,wine spirits rather than H20.
We obviously know better these days and Water has been proved to help in
many more ways than just hydrate you .

Scientists from Virginia found that slimmers can lose an average of 5lb extra if they drink two glasses of
water three times a day before meals.They tested the theory on 48 older adults, split into two groups,
over 12 weeks.
While drinking water can make you feel full on zero calories, say researchers, too much water can also
lead to serious health problems.
The researchers presented their findings at the National Meeting of the American Chemical Society in
Boston.
All adults who took part in the study were aged 55 to 75.
The first group followed a low-calorie diet but did not drink any extra water before meals.
The second group followed the low-calorie diet but also drank two glasses of water before each meal.
Over the course of 12 weeks, those drinking water lost about 15.5lbs while the others lost about 11lbs.
A previous study found that middle-aged and older people who drank two glasses of water before eating
a meal ate between 75 and 90 fewer calories during that meal.
Professor Brenda Davy, senior author of the study, from Virginia Tech, said it was the first randomised
controlled trial looking at water consumption and dieting.
She said the reason water may be so effective is because it fills up the stomach with a liquid that has no
calories.
“People should drink more water and less sugary, high-calorie drinks. It’s a simple way to facilitate
weight management,” Professor Davy said.
Diet drinks and other drinks with artificial sweeteners may also help people reduce their calorie intake
and lose weight, researchers said.
However, Professor Davy advised against drinks sweetened with sugar, because they are high in
calories.

A  regular  can  of  fizzy
drink  contains  about 10
teaspoons of sugar,  she
explained.

The  study  was  funded  by
the  charity, The Institute
for  Public  Health  and

Water  Research.



A NEW TYPE OF
MOISTURISER

Udderly SMOOth®
moisturiser cream is an
amazing moisturiser for
adults and children.
It is a unique moisturiser
that will keep your skin
moisturised without any
greasy residue.
It’s non-greasy, non-
staining properties prevent
chapped, sore and dry skin
without even marking
paper with greasy marks
from your fingers.
Use on your face, hands,
feet or anywhere on the
body this is amazing
cream for children,
sportsmen, gardeners,
athletes, water sports
enthusiasts, cyclists,
eczema suffers, even
office workers who have
to handle dry paper all
day without making a
mess!

Relieves
• Nappy rash
• Soreness caused by breast-feeding
• Eczema
• Psoriasis
• Skin conditions caused by chemotherapy treatment
• Sunburn & Windburn
• Dry, Chapped Skin
• Dryness caused by handling paper & documents
• Cracked heels
• Sporting activities:
• Ski-ing & Snowboarding
• Cycling
• Scuba diving
• Surfing
• Watersports such as yachting, sailing, canoeing, kayaking
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Golf
• Swimming
• Gardening
• Paper cuts
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“I received your samples
and my partner used the
cream after a 400km bike
ride had left her skin in a
bit of a state due to the
combined effects of the
sun, wind & rain.
The cream has done a
fantastic job at repairing the
damage in a very short
space of time and I’ve
ordered a tube from you.
She intends doing Paris-
brest-Paris this year
(1200km non-stop)”

Mark R
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Raggy, UK.  I write, I ride

Tour of Wales 2010
HWCC team: Gareth Batson, Tom Crouch, Clive Nicholls,
James Norris
The tour
Many of us may have seen the Tour of the Basque country on
TV. For those that haven’t, let me explain, it is a very hilly
race which takes part in the Basque region of Northern
Spain.  It is normally won by a wisp of a rider who can get
over all the climbs which litter the stages. The course profile
of the Tour of Wales (Ras De Cymru) had a close
resemblance to the Basque tour. Whilst planning for the race
this I must admit, had been a little lost on us but by the time
we had assembled for the rider briefing my suspicions were
raised. Most of the guys in the hall well below average height
and many of them hadn’t seen food for a few years. No
worries though, it was always going to be a tough race and it
is the riders that make the race hard, not the course….well
sort of.

Stage 1 – Flat(ish) 5.1mile  prologue
A short undulating ride which dragged on for just over 3.5miles before sharply cutting back on itself and
ascending a 0.8mile long climb which reached about an 8% gradient in places, just what you need for a
prologue! Having seen this course beforehand we suspected that the organiser had something against
flat land specialists and particularly timetriallists due to the banning of all TT bikes and associated
equipment. To be fair, due to the course a TT bike wouldn’t have helped much at all. So it would be a
battle, make up as much time before the hill on the climbers and try to not lose too much by the top.
Fingers crossed. But wait! What is this? The local council has decided to resurface the road the day
before. Oh bother they have had to find a replacement course at the last minute and it has been
communicated to us as a pan flat 5.1mile course on an ‘A’ road. Oh how life sucks! With a smile bigger
than the Breacons we did a quick reccy of the course. The course in actual fact was a rolling, draggy in
places, fast course with a pan flat final kilometre. Visualise doing 5.1miles of the Longwick course
including the drag to Thame and the one up to Kingsey. Hardly pan flat but far, far better than the original
course for our team.
He was our first man off, he had trained hard, He now had a stage suited for him, he was fresh, he was
raring to go, he left one of his lungs at home! Image doing a hard stage race in hot weather. Now imagine
doing it without being able to breathe properly. I give you Sir Gareth of Batson. I’ve heard of riders
leaving their shoes at home, maybe even a wheel, but leaving one of your lungs at home is definitely not
going to help the HWCC cause. Nonetheless at least the prologue was done and we were racing.

Next man up, Tom ‘Andy Schleck’ Crouch. Just like Mr Schleck, TT’s are definitely not his thing but also
like Mr Schleck he did get 2nd place overall last year (and KOM winner). Tom’s prologue was a little unlike
Mr Schleck as he managed to finish in a pretty decent time.
Third HWCC man up, Clive Nicholls, whose new company ‘Welsh road resurfacing Ltd’ had been very
busy the night before in the hills, was looking forward to this stage. It was a good chance to grab yellow.
This was the idea, this was the target and as we found out after the stage during dinner, this was
achieved. A decent sized gap over second place and an average speed over 30mph on a road bike.
The final HWCC rider, James, I’ll put my gazebo where I like, Norris, a veteran of this race (this counts
because he had ridden it once before) also found the course to his liking. Riding a consistent prologue
he knew that far tougher things were to come in the following days.



Prologue – Flat course disappoints Clive!!
After spending nearly 3hrs consoling Clive on the news that the TT would be
moved from a rolling/hilly course to flat one, I set about not losing too much
time. Unfortunately my TT was hampered by a relatively disorganised TTT
from the Great Britain Juniors who over took and then slowed up.

Dropping some bombs.
 Disappointingly we were informed that the prologue was to be held on a
much flatter course than originally planned. So worried were the other teams
that on our way to the start we were passed by a bomb disposal team,
obviously employed by them to diffuse Clive’s legs, it didn’t work!

A student again!
We all headed back to the University campus where we were staying. A flat of
5 rooms per team with a kitchen. The rooms were as basic as you would
expect and took me back to an earlier period of my educational life. The
rooms did have one amazing feature, a pod-thing which consisted of a toilet,
sink and shower in one cubicle. How bizarre! The flat per team setup was
perfect although on the last day I was glad to leave ‘The pod’ in Wales.

Team support
Some teams turned up with vans, some teams had support cars with logos
all over and bikes on the roof. There were teams who just brought the bare
minimum, or was that just Paul Mace? HWCC had the lot. Scott Patterson in
his van acting as Director Sportif and Mechanic. Gordon and Margaret had
brought energy bars and drinks to feed a Pro tour team as well as bottles and
a rather nice Zipp 808 wheel. We had James’s sister who had brought along
some holy inspiration! Family support was there as well on various stages. All
shouted us on and handed up bottles. This made the race for the riders. It is
hard to explain the difference it makes having that kind of support. It provided
a positive atmosphere within the team and made the trip more meaningful.
Seeing a sea of HWCC jerseys lining the climbs was amazing.

Pos. Name Time
1 Clive Nicholls -
41 Tom Crouch @55
79 James Norris @1:26
85 Gareth Batson @1:34



Stage 2 – 55 mile hilly road race with flat finish.

1 hours drive from the campus over the Breacons. A
rolling 6 lap circuit with 1 main hill, one minor drag
and a massive wide flat finishing road. It was going to
be a massive sprint at the finish. This was a good
thing because it was the first and last time the race
was likely to ever end in a bunch sprint.
Before racing could commence there was the duty of
the Yellow Jersey presentation.  Some riders called it
cocky, others confidence some just said that they
liked the style but which ever it was, the HWCC kit
had been replace by full yellow shorts, gloves,
overshoes and Jersey. If it is good enough for the
pro’s then who are we to disagree. We may have
been helped by the course change but it never hurts
to pack the yellow kit just in case.
Into the racing proper. Here we were at last, HWCC in the peloton, in our new kit and defending the
yellow jersey. James Norris led the race once the Lead car had pulled away, the Yellow Jersey on his
wheel. Watching all the breaks and moves as riders kept clipping off the front. Up a short 7% climb.
Shutting things down whenever we had to. This was what it was all about. Hang on, who put this hill in the
way. 12% for 500m then 5% for another 500m. Break neck speed up it first time with Tom ’Schleck’
Crouch right up at the front dancing on the pedals. Ok, long descent then back round for lap 2. Just got to
do this 5 more times. Man down! Gareth ‘Left all my luck back in England’ Batson has a flat. Quick wheel
change and things will be ok. Yeah right! Helps if the wheel you are given works with your bike. Gotta ride
round to the massed ranks of HWCC supporters for another wheel change. Damn they look good lining
the entire hill from top to bottom, handing up bottles in their HWCC colours. Nice one guys and gals, the
other teams had nothing like we had in terms of support.
Last lap and with 2 riders still away this is not looking good for the Yellow Jersey. Into the last turn and
James Norris gets to the front with The Yellow jersey on his wheel again. Here goes for the big sprint. 8
riders abreast 2 HWCC riders right up at the front. Lots of elbows and barging going on, riders getting
cut up. This is the life. Then the inevitable. ‘Chute dons la peleton!’ Middle of the pack, big crash. Many
riders are down and bleeding. Through good placement, bike handling and a double wheel change
HWCC have missed all the carnage. Stage 2 completed in one piece, yellow jersey gone Bugger!

Classic bunch sprint crash
Classic case of stage racing first day – fresh legs syndrome from the bunch meant it would be a stage of
futile attacking for little benefit. HWCC did well in covering all the breaks except the one that got away,
but they spent I of effort for 20secs of time. All avoided the classic sprint for 30th place crash.

2 wheels and a hill.
Race rolled out comfortably enough until the first hill  of which there were many). Then suddenly not so
comfortable!!! Clive all in yellow at the front shouting for his team while I was off the back working so hard
that I shredded a tyre & then destroyed the spare wheel. Ok I had a puncture & a mechanical
Pos. Name Time
2 Clive Nicholls @13
38 Tom Crouch @1:08
65 James Norris @1:39
94 Gareth Batson @28:35



Stage 3 – TTT. 13.4miles. Rolling with 2 big drags.

Here we go guys. We know how to do these. Just
remember, big hill to start, big hill to finish and rolling in
between. James Norris leads the team out. One-lung
Batson comes through second in line. Schleck takes
over for the third pull with Nicholls taking the last pull of
the rotation. Still on the first hill, this one is over a mile
long. DS Paterson has picked a young commissar lady
and is following hot on our heels in the Team tour bus
(his van). No time for slip-ups guys. Hang on there is a
noise coming from the back of the group. One-Lung is
fighting his bike like crazy, gasping for air. Of course the
organisers couldn’t have given him a chance to get into
the ride before they put a hill in it. There is nothing we
can do to help. Nicholls drops back but realises that
pushing him is against the rules and we have a
commissar right behind us. We have no choice but to go
on. 1 mile done, down to 3, fingers crossed we don’t have any punctures. The rest of the ride was very
smooth and conducted in a very tight formation. Long turns on the front for Nicholls the TT specialist with
shorter turns from the other two. Until the mile long 5% hill towards the finish (think Aston hill). It’s a
Nicholls, Crouch rotation up the hill until the top is reach where Nicholls gets back to the front and starts
clunking up through the gears for the run into the finish down the other side. Clocking 45mph on the down
hill HWCC crossed the line all 3 together but absolutely gutted for their team mate as they awaited his
return.

Oh for the joys of Time Trialling
Started smoothly until over initial hill then Clive’s battery powered bike kicked in and we all hung on like
crazy. Unfortunately Gareth’s asthma kicked up and we had to leave him behind (much to James and My
concern – knowing our short turns would come round that much faster!!!)

40 a-day habit
While I was asleep, one of the other unscrupulous teams had broken in to my room & replaced my lungs
with those of a 90 year old woman on a 40 a-day habit.

Pos. Name Time
10 Clive Nicholls @1:17
34 Tom Crouch @2:12
53 James Norris @2:43
98 Gareth Batson @44:24



Stage 4 – 58.6 mile hilly Road race with Deffynog!

What do you need after several days of racing and a team
time trial earlier in the morning, that’s right a road race
including an 18% climb! What would be even better would
be if you got to race up it 3 times. Oh well, not to worry at
least the rest of the circuit was flat….hmm…well…maybe.
The HWCC boys were all together to start the race. One-
lung was still struggling to breathe but had bravely mounted
his bike in an attempt to tackle Deffynog at least once,
while Schleck was looking to use the stage as a launch
pad for the KOM and GC.
Nicholls and Crouch got into the break and manage to hit
the first climb up Deffynog in a group of 10. Boom ! all hell
breaks loose as the break shatters on the steep climb.
Drips and drabs cross the peak but the break including
Crouch ‘the mountain goat’ manages to stay away minus a
few riders.
Down a fantastic long descent, back along several rolling
roads before it was up the climb again. This time up Tom
had his one bad moment of the race and lost contact. Of all
the points of the race to have a bad moment this was the
worst. The chance to go high in the GC was there for the
taking but it was not to be.  Nicholls was busy doing his
Cancellara impression (nickname given to him by a
greatful rider after a chase back on), off the back then
riding back on during the descent and flat sections doing
long pulls in the chase group. Chatting to one of the other
riders about how Tom was in the break and all was looking
good for HWCC until…….hang on? Who is that in HWCC
kit in this group? Wait a minute, that’s Tom??? Has the break been caught?...no….oh bugger!
The rest of the stage was a case of get dropped on the climb or not, chasing back on if required and
getting to the finish in one piece. The break was long gone with no chance of catching it.
The Sort out
As predicted this stage would be the sort out. Early large breaks went and were quickly shutdown until
the right mix of teams were in the break and then it was gone. Fortunately Clive and I made the break of
10 riders. The 18% Deffynog climb proved to be the undoing of HWCC with Clive losing touch with the
break on the first climb. I then cramped up and lost contact on the second 18% climb. Over the top I
looked round to see if the rider I had with me would help get back on. Unfortunately it was an Isle of Man
rider (from the Yellow Jersey Team), so the break was very keen to ensure we did not return. So we
spend the next 20mins losing the 5mins the break had gained over the bunch waiting for the rest.

It’s all over.
No time to change my lungs back so had to climb off the first time up Deffynog. B******s.

Pos. Name Time
17 Clive Nicholls @ 5:01
35 Tom Crouch @ 5:56
72 James Norris @14:09

Gareth Batson DNF



Stage 5. 51.3 mile  hilly road race. Constantly
rolling stage with long climbs, pan flat to the
hilltop finish.

This stage was going to be grippy to say the least.
Tired legs and straight into a 2 mile climb at about
6%. Tom ramped it up at the front and shredded the
Peleton. Chasing back on became the order of the
day for most of the riders. Up then down, then up,
then down again, what fun! The peleton broke again
on the 2nd long climb with smaller groups forming.
Tom in the front group, Clive in the third and James
in the fifth group. Many riders were in groups of
two’s and three’s at this stage with smaller groups
forming together to chase. The head of the race
broke apart again as 8 went clear on the rolling roads half way through the course with Tom now in the
second group. Next up was a flat section which neutralised the racing to some extent. Too long, straight
and flat for any moves to take effect. It was then a sharp right before climbing the short punchy hill to the
finish. The sprint was won by a guy who lives 100 yards from the finish line. How often must he have
practiced on that climb? Tom came in with the second group with Clive in the third and James in the fifth.

Wales is flat! (ok, there is a flat bit of Wales)

The best bit of this stage was the 8 mile long, pan flat A40 dual carriageway just before the final climb.
Getting to road race on a dual carriageway is odd but riding in a group of larger riders who hadn’t got
over the climbs fast enough with a few climbers who also hadn’t made it allowed for fun and games on
the flat. No one wanted a very high pace, no one wanted to start time trialling except me. This was the
only flat bit of Wales and I wanted some fun, don’t think the guys in the group found it that funny though.

Why do that????
A long, fast descent into a sharp double hairpin bend. I knew this was coming up and wanted to get into
the bend first to have some fun. It was just about the only bit of technical descending on the whole of the
TOW (organisers trying to keep it safe I guess).  I went to the front of my group, took the bend wide ready
to cut the apex for a fast exit…. NO! WHY? A stupid rider from my group tried to come up the inside of
me, forcing me to slam the brakes on as he fluffs the corner and nearly causes me to hit him. That ruins
the exit and I have to follow him slowly through the second hair pin. I did point out how unimpressed I was
with his ‘skills’ at the finish line. Muppet!
First Climb breaks the race apart
The first long climb of stage 5 smashed the race into at least 5 groups. I was in the front group of 20
riders which was joined by the following group. The second climb reinforced the divides in the groups.
After that a group of 8 escaped and the rest of the stage was rolled along the relatively flat (it is still
Wales) and dual-carriageway sections resolved the race into a club run style ride.

Chequered flag
Sat in van with Scott & Pete Smith following race. Got to hold chequered flag at the finish so all was not
lost.

Pos. Name Time
26 Tom Crouch @5:56
41 Clive Nicholls @11:15
76 James Norris @33:10



Stage 6 – 47.2 mile road race – Hilly with mountain top finish.
The final stage and at last a nice easy one. A gentle flat ride all the way round for a big final bunch sprint
then congratulations for each other for completing the race. Not quite as extravagant as the champagne
quaffing of The Tour but still a nice way to end the Tour of Wales. Beep, beep, beep.....the alarm wakes
me up for the real final stage. Oh yes, that’s the fellow a twisty valley road leading into a 2km long climb
then a few more long steep drags before heading back down the valley onto a 3.5mile long climb ranging
from 7% - 12% peppered liberally with freely wandering sheep, now this is Wales proper. Team tactics
were to get in an early break. As the flatish valley road was being tackled HWCC were as Paul Sherwen
likes to say, ‘attacking off the front like a automatic machine gun, bang, bang, bang’. The HWCC canon
was using alternative Crouch and Nicholls ammunition.  Every attack was being shut down by the
sprinters teams who were still fighting for the sprinters jerseys and didn’t want to let anyone go over the
early sprint points. Eventually a break was allowed away and HWCC had Crouch placed firmly in it
heading rapidly for a hopeful stage win at the mountain top finish.
The break stayed away over all the other climbs on the stage until to the foot of the final climb which they
hit with a 45 second lead over the peleton.  As the riders climbed higher sunshine was replaced by
whipping winds, low clouds and rain.  The break was swept up 1km up the climb. Despite the climb
being pretty tough with strong winds trying to blow the riders back down by far the toughest, most
greulling aspect of the mountain awaited the HWCC helpers not the riders. Waiting at the top with warm
jerseys and coats being whipped by the freezing wind and getting soaked by the lovely Welsh rain –
thanks guys.

The finale
Knowing that GC top 10 was unachievable HWCC set about in getting way in a break. The Wycombe
boys were in all the moves but nothing was sticking until I managed to escape after 10miles. Company
consisted of Simon Henley (whose teammate was in Yellow and so came along to sit on and monitor)
and two others who were enjoying the tow to freedom. Eventually this move stuck and 6 of us were away.
We gained nearly 2 minutes at one point but with 2 weak riders and Simon Henley sitting on, the driving
force of the break was limited. Also 3rd on GC was in the break keeping the bunch interested. We did
however manage to stay away, and made it to the bottom of the final 4mile mountain with a 40sec lead.
This would not be enough as the GC contenders quickly caught up. I spend the rest of the climb trying to
keep the bike upright in the furious wind and rain.

Pos. Name Time
28 Tom Crouch @8:09
46 Clive Nicholls @16:11
73 James Norris @38:09

Attacking, then  chewing the stem
Having attacked 5 times in the valley to try to set up a break how annoyed was I when it finally was
allowed to go and I was trapped in the bunch and had no chance to jump across, Oh well that’s racing.

After 5 days of racing, having to ride at 20mph all the way up a 2mile long climb of about 6% was fun! My
stem tasted particularly pleasant during that section of the course.

The best part of the stage by far was the descent back off the mountain after the stage. No touching the
brakes and hitting speeds of well over 50mph with a blustery, whipping cross wind making it even more
fun.

If Alberto Contador can get interrupted on a climb by a sheep running across the road in front of him then
I don’t feel so bad when it happen to me. Problems was, unlike Alberto the sheep dropped me.

Get the flock out of here
Didn’t get to hold chequered flag this time. Got to stand on a soaking wet wind-swept mountain top
waiting for the boys. Chapeau guys, now as one Welshman said to the other lets get the flock out of here!



Final thoughts.

So, the Tour of Wales, The Ras de Cymru. What were the prominent memories of the race? The race
was phenomenally well organised but don’t enter it unless you are under five foot 2 or your bones are
made of a unique blend of helium and air. Taking a bottle from a guy called Jesus must count as a holy
blessing. We know that many of the teams don’t like to speak to each other at all during dinner except for
a rather rowdy group sitting at ‘the posh end’ of the dinner hall hailing from deepest, darkest
Buckinghamshire. The climb of Deffynog is steep! HWCC had the best support team in the entire race.
Norris proved that you can traverse a large body of water at quite a speed without motorised assistance
on the back of a large metal kipper!???! We know that Paul Mace and Pete Smith are part of a
Braintrust and can rival Stephen Fry in a Mensa test.  Don’t take a shower with a guy who believes he
can ride faster than Fabian Cancellara and Eddy Merckx combined...he’s special…….One life, live it!
The TOW yellow Jersey isn’t very yellow.  Tom gets a’ funny limp’ when listening to Hip Hop gansta beats.
Racing with only one lung is mildly tricky. Deffynog is definitely steep. Racing for 8 miles down the pan flat
A40 is awesome when you are surrounded by tiny climbers...payback ha, ha, ha! Deffynog is STEEP.
Team Active Health has a very ironic name. A room/shower pod is a glimpse into the future of mankind
and one of Satan’s own creations. Winning a Timetrial, then getting dropped on the climbs before towing
guys back-on during the descents and flat sections earns you the nickname Cancellara (how chuffed was
I).  Why, with the power of Newport do we not have a tray that is dry? Small Spanish children will always
try to mug you in the dinner queue. Welsh ladies don’t care for gazebos. Sheep are very attracted to
carbon fibre.

A massive thank you to Scott Paterson for all his help and support with this venture. The effort he put in
was noticed every second of every day by the riders. Thanks to Gordon and Margaret for providing the
team with equipment and support throughout the event and leading the cheering. Thanks to the families
and friends who took the trouble of coming to Wales to cheer us on and offer support.



HWCC Cancer Foundation Ride 2010
In the middle of summer 2010 five HWCC riders
rode from Pembroke castle to High wycombe Guild
hall .
The route can been re-conned by Cipo and Karla
Boddy in November when they actually rode the whole route riding through the night
so all Traffic hotspots were clear and experiences ref fuelling passed onto other
riders.
A support car was needed and after some debate a second support car added ( more
due to the fact that we had to ferry the 5 riders and bikes down to Pembroke
Friday evening) . Camping overnight was deemed as the cheapest option and
considering we would be
up at 4am made sense .

The 5 riders :
Cipo ( Paul Morrissey)
Adam Brittain
Karla Boddy
Captain ( Andrew Mullis)
Kevin Higgins
Support car:
Frank Fallon
Dave Brittain

After a mad Dash to the camp site near Pembroke ( Manobier) we all helped setup the
tents and headed off into TENBY for some Carbs
Carbs taking the form of Fish and Chips (Large Please) and of course  Guinness . We all
then headed back to the camp site to hit the sleeping bags and get some well earned KIP
. Now when i say Kip i mean i tried to sleep but some fellow riders had rather a loud
snoring problem , well more than one of them actually , so I and a few others didn’t get a
great deal of sleep at all . Never mind it’s all part of the experience i guess.

Just as i was about to nod off my 4am alarm went off and it was a mad dash to pack
down the tent  go the loo , eat breakfast and grab a coffee - This is where the logistic
brain of Frank came in . He seemed prepared for everything we had coffee , bowls , cups
, spoons all those little things you can forget and take for granted . It has to be said
that Franks Advice to the riders during the Ride was awesome and most appreciated the
man is a legend . After packing up it was time to go . A cold Misty Pembrokeshire morning
, it was warm with dew on the grass and the sun starting to poke its head up above the
horizon .

In No time at all we where on the road to Camarthen , its mostly a dual carriageway now
as its a main road to Pembroke Dock which is a major artery point for ferries to Ireland
.We seemed to fly down this road all working together and setting a good pace . Adam
and I had one close call with an articulated lorry which nearly ended our days , the sun
was just coming up over the horizon and the driver’s sight was blinded , he didnt see us
untill the last minute and managed to just scrape past us . We both felt the lorry brush
our arms , This shook us up for a few minutes as we took in the potential impact the lorry
could have had but soon got over it . The lorry driver pulled over and explained that he
just didnt see us , he was pleasant and genuine and himself seemed a little shaken . So we
waved and kept going along the road .



The road to Camarthen is pretty much the gateway to the Brecon Beacons , which we
climbed onto the foothills of after Camarthen . We were flying , good motivation and
Morale was in huge supply with encouraging support from Frank and Dave really helped .
We planned to fuel as soon as our water bottles were low and the tactic kept us topped
up with energy for the majority of the day  with all types of food be quaffed by the
riders.
As we entered the Beautiful Brecons we were  taken aback by the great views and I’m
sure the good weather and views helped the pace . Even i set a fast pace going through
these mountains ( when Karla and I did the route in November it was pitch black and
raining) and we were descending into Abergaveny in no time .
The weather was getting better and the temperature rising ( it turned out to be the
hottest day of the year ) we sped into Abergaveny for some proper food and coffee and
to stretch , go the loo and take a small rest . We then hit what was to be a very very
hard section Abergavenny to Monmouth. This section avoided the A40 which was a very
busy dual carriageway and seemed by me the organiser as too risky ( for a group our
size).. My alternative route being the old coach road that was in place before the A40 .
I soon got a feeling from Karla and Kevin that my choice although safer was going to make
us all suffer and I in particular would get a kicking on this section.

The Road to Monmouth is a road i will never forget - its very undulating , which for a
border into Wales should have been expected . 12% and 18% it went on and on and I was
very dropped by the main group . I feel that it was on this section that i started to
become electrolyte depleted . I drank loads of GO but i was so hot and sweating such
much my large body was struggling to get the salts back in ( worth looking at this in the
future). Adam , Andrew and Karla seemed to fly along this section ,  Andrew being a
natural and the other two being lean and several years younger than  Kevin and me .
Either way after this section we hit Monmouth , for a very big refuel a tyre change for
Kevin and 2 cans of Redbull for me plus i drank 2 litres of water and had a few bars .

The next section was Monmouth to Gloucester and again to avoid busy A40 dual
carrieageway we went across country . This was tough with a 3 mile climb out of Monmouth
over the Wye valley into the Forest of Dean - lumpy and tough it was but again beautiful
. The entry into Gloucester went a little wrong as we where supposed to only hit the
outskirts and head into and through Cheltenham . That was the plan and looking back we
should have stuck with this plan as this would have made the ride from Cheltenham to
Burford easier on our legs . Anyhow , due to an error of judgement we went through
Gloucester on the main A40 dual carriageway which delivered us to Birdlip , a rather long
and horrible climb with road works and some painful undulations. It was on the Birdlip Climb
that  Kevin and I started to get cramps caused by tired legs lack of salts and
electrolytes . This soon passed and we all kept going . After Cheltenham it was the road
to Burford which seemed to take forever . Adam seemed to sit on the front the whole
way setting a blistering pace , both Adam and Karla where in tip top form and were pulling
the rest of us along with no one else wanting to come through and do any work .

 As we came towards Burford Gordon and Margaret Wright were hooting their car horn in
support . I couldn’t believe the lift that gave us all - new energy , new motivation and
pride came over us all . They were there also along the Witney bypass waving and shouting
support . Its on the Witney bypass A40 that  Kevin and I really had big problems with
Cramps -  Kevin could hardly pedal and my legs where getting stiffer and stiffer cramping
up and in spasms. We stopped in a lay-by more than ready to fall off the bike and just
die . Frank offered up a cold red bull which i sipped but I was done , wasted , wanting to
throw up , legs in spasms and unable to stand up without screaming cramps tearing into my
legs. It was at this point that Kev and i just moved into the support car as the evening
was drawing in and we had to finish before it got dark.



Andrew , Karla and Adam tried to get us moving but a group decison to let me and Kev get
back on with the group at Aston was the right one.  Reaching Aston hill we waited for the
others , Adam and Karla again flying up Aston with Andrew eating the handle bars . It
was here  that  Kev and I  felt 100% better and we decided to lead the riders into
Wycombe and sit on the front all the way . We did ok , but as always it’s impossible not
to kick hard along Studley Green and the group were flying again hitting 30mph plus on the
straight and going doing Dashwood Hill. As we approached the West Wycombe sign it was
deemed proper and correct to let Adam and Karla sprint for the legendary sign , We were
spent and all kick was gone anyway , i think Adam got the sign but i could not tell i was
was half blinded with salt in my eyes

The entry into Wycombe Guildhall was awesome , Gordon and Margaret , my wife and kids,
Andrews wife etc , Kevs wife and kids , balloons , and excellent reception . Kevs wife even
bough him a burger king , which he quaffed in minutes .
A great event , some great team work and some awesome memories with the added bonus
that we had setout a course we could do each year and a course and route /Event we can
use every year to raise money for CANCER charities.

We plan to grow this event  every year - making it bigger , more organised the more we
get involved the more money we raise .
Im already planning next years event so if you’re interested let me know etc. As this pic
below shows - Reach for the sky this SHOULD be YOU



Here is a superb pic in memory of HWCC Club Member Simon Pool, who on Friday 13th August sadly
lost his 10 month battle with Cancer. Simon was a very keen cyclist and together he and good friend Jeff
Roberts  tried to go out on the club runs as often as they could .

Simon and Jeff completed many of the big UK sportives, including the Etape du Dales, and the big event
last year was the Etape du Tour  -Mont Ventoux- last year.

Simon was taken too soon, age 46, and leaves a wife, Mary, and two children, Matt (age 12) and Hannah
(age 14), and many, many friends.

HWCC and all its members send our Best  to Simons Family and Friends  - Simon will always be
remembered on all the HWCC Livesterong Charity Rides where we raise funds for local cancer charities.

Simon Pool



Trans Alp 2010

The Transalp Mountain Bike Race is an international event that takes teams of two
riders from Fussen in Germany across the Alps through Austria, Switzerland and finishing in Riva del
Garda in Italy.  Known as the toughest Mountain Bike Race in the world every day involves climbs along
dirt tracks, through forests and over several mountains.
David Hawkins, 29 now living in Birmingham and myself, Neil Wragg, 40 from Marlow completed the 8
Day Mountain Bike Stage Race across the Alps in 45 hours 24 minutes and 1.2 seconds for High
Wycombe Cycle Club.
This put us into 182nd position in the open category (the category that happens to contain Olympic and
World Champions, doh!) out of a total number of 550 teams entered from countries such as South Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, Scandinavia, USA and Canada. Even Alaska and Costa Rica entered teams!

Together with my father, Peter Wragg and Uncle, Geoff Paling as support crew we flew to Munich and
rented a motorhome so we had a base after each day’s racing.  The support crew would drive to the
finish town each day and find a campsite for David and me to collapse in a heap at the end of each day.



We improved our overall position after every stage
each day even though legs were getting tired and
everything else was getting sore.  The day’s racing
involved several Alpine passes at levels of up to
3,000 metres, all off road including the never
ending Mortirolo and Stelvio which would take us
higher than the road passes right over the
summits in hail and freezing rain.
Most days however were at over 20% gradients on
rocky tracks in over 30 degree heat and you could
follow a line of sweat droplets up the climbs until
you got to the snow and would then have to hike
the bike on your shoulders over the top.  One
ascent we timed at 2 hours to go up and 13
minutes to descend, which didn’t seem fair!

Each of us expended over 36,000 calories per
rider just during the riding in the 8 days of racing so
as a weight loss plan it works quite well, however
the celebratory meal at the end might have made
up the difference!

The race was 600 kms long and involved climbing
a total of 19,685 metres over the total 8 days of
racing.  You raced as a pair staying together all the
time in order to ensure each others safety  as the
route was sometimes very dangerous and quite
remote in the high Alps.

Stage 1:  Füssen, Germany – Imst, Austria
Distance 83,76 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 2105
metres
Stage 2:  Imst, Austria – Ischgl, Austria
Distance 76,92 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 3184 metres
Stage 3:  Ischgl, Austria – Scuol, Switzerland         Distance 73,64 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 2504 metres
Stage 4:  Scuol, Switzerland – Livigno, Italy            Distance  73,91 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 2377 metres
Stage 5:  Livigno, Italy - Ponte Di Legno, Italy        Distance  106,87 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 3461 metres
Stage 6:  Ponte Di Legno, Italy – Male, Italy          Distance 72,61 km  - Pedalling uphill total of 2363 metres
Stage 7:  Male, Italy - Madonna Di Campaglio      Distance 47,73km  - Pedalling uphill total of 2321 metres
Stage 8:  Madonna Di Campaglio, Italy – Riva del Garda, Italy        Distance 67,26km  - Pedalling uphill total of
1462 metres

We couldn’t have done it without our hard working support crew, they had the tough job of driving the
precarious mountain roads in a motorhome and then finding somewhere level to park near the finish each day!
It was a real working holiday for my dad and uncle so a huge thanks to them, it was a real team effort of four
guys in a van doing the Italian Job!



Membership of the High Wycombe Club provides   the opportunity to join a
large traditional cycling club formed in 1924   with  a current  membership
around 190 members,   and the opportunity for participation in most forms  of
cycling activity and competition.
· Club Web pages :  www.highwycombecc.org

· The Club magazine  – ‘The Sprocket’  – can be accessed online from the Club web pages

· Discounts are generally available to Club members at the local cycle shops – just present your Club
membership card.

· Club clothing is available from our quartermaster Alasdair MacVarish   alasdair@macvarish.co.uk

Ongoing activities through each  year include:
· The traditional Sunday  Club Run  -  every Sunday  9.00am  from the Guildhall  in

High Wycombe.  Details online from the Club’s web pages and from the Club
Captain Andrew Mullis. These runs have been ongoing since 1924.

· Club Debutants runs most Saturdays and Sundays from Thame  for newer
members (Debutants) wanting to gain skills and confidence  in group riding, or
members not wanting to join the full Club run from High Wycombe. Details from
Alasdair MacVarish  alasdair@macvarish.co.uk

· Ongoing Club room activities at  West Wycombe Village Hall every Wednesday
through the year.

· Core Fitness sessions with a  qualified personal trainer and  instructor,  every
Wednesday  at the West Wycombe club room

· Evening rides  from the West Wycombe club room  - Wednesdays  during the
summer.

· Turbo training sessions -  West Wycombe club room -  Wednesdays   in
February and March.

· Reliability Trials every  January and February  :    50 mile,   50 mile hilly,  100 km,
and  100 mile.    Awards to those members who  complete all four events.

· Fitness Testing  around   February  time   by a qualified British Cycling coach
· Evening  league  time trial programme every Tuesday at Longwick  from April to

August.
· Boxing Day  10  mile trial  at Longwick -  food,  and  prizes
· Club promotion:  Open   10 mile time trial   each April
· Club promotion:  Open    25   mile  time trial   each  May

HWCC MEMBERSHIP ACTIVITIES



Activities coming up in the next six months
· Fish &  Chip Supper and  Quiz night to  announce the Evening league winners –

8th September at West Wycombe Village hall. Organiser Alan Hillier.
· Club Open  Road race promotion:  12th September  -  Oakley Village Hall  HQ  -

organiser Alasdair MacVarish
· Club Audax ride from Naphill   - 3rd October Organiser Tony Briggs.
· Club Hill Climb Championship 10th October - Britwell Hill – turn up and ride.
· Club  AGM  - The  Annual General Meeting West Wycombe  Club Room  -  13th

October – details  to follow from General Secretary Margaret Wright.
· Annual Dinner and Prize Presentation  27th November  to award Championships

and trophies and medals to season long winners.  At the Lambert Arms.
Organiser Lisa  Morrissey.

· Track Training   at  the  Calshot indoor velodrome  through the  coming winter –
six  sessions are planned: 4th and 18th December, 29th January, 27th February,
and the  13th March. More details later from organiser Alasdair MacVarish.

Club Affiliations:

· The Club is affiliated to British Cycling and Cycling Time Trials the main
governing bodies controlling Cycle Sport in the UK.

· This allows our members entry  to hundreds of  road race and time trial events
throughout each  year.   This includes racing at the Hillingdon Racing circuit.

· Individual membership of British Cycling through the Club brings many benefits
including third party insurance cover and access to legal  aid.

· The Club is affiliated to the West London Combine  and the West London
Cycling Association which allows entry to time trials restricted to member clubs.

· The Club is also affiliated  to the CTC  the  National Cyclists Organisation and
third party insurance can also be provided by CTC  to members  of the Club
details from Margaret Wright  - the Club’s  General Secretary:
margaret_wright@tiscali.co.uk



HWCC PIN UP GIRLS

Well it had to be really - Mrs Cipo and Clare Melling . Assasins support crew -
top support and top riding



Trek LiveStrong Project 1 - You dont see many of these

PIN UP BIKE



IN THE NEXT EDITION

THE IMPORTANCE OF CORE

HILL CLIMBS

WINTER TRAINING

WINTER FUELS

MAINTAIN THAT BIKE

PLANET CIPO

QUACKS-SHAM +BULL

YOU’RE A GEEK

MAMILS+MAWILS

PLAN FOR 2011
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